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The #1 glocal community for
corporate innovators
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Why Join Innov8rs Austin

A different kind of event
We know- there are tons of innovation events out there. But let’s be honest:
how many did actually provide you with tangible outcomes?

This is not just another innovation conference,
where you leave with high-level ideas and a
bunch of business cards.
You’ll actually learn and do stuff, and you’ll
leave with tangible output to implement once
back in the office.
Innov8rs conferences are carefully designed
learning experiences, supporting participants
to learn, work on their challenges and connect
and collaborate with peers.

No long keynotes nor boring panels with
talking heads only interested in hearing
themselves, but hands-on, practical formatswith 80% happening in smaller working
groups.
Since 2011, we’ve hosted more than 25
conferences in global innovation hubs from
San Francisco to Stockholm to Shanghai to
Singapore to Sydney. We’re excited to get to
Austin next!

“

“The most varied and beneficial conference I’ve
attended over the past 15 years.”
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Why Join Innov8rs Austin

Learn from the best
Tap into a broad diversity
of perspectives and
learn cross-industry best
practices, provided by
30+ speakers, including
global thought leaders
and innovators working for
leading brands.
Latest agenda always via
innov8rs.co/austin

Alain Sylvain

Amber Foucault

Amy Radin

Josh Cohen

Tristan Kromer

Kaihan Krippendorff

Kim Perkins

Nicholas Partridge

Rachael O’Meara

Thor Ernstsson
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Why Join Innov8rs Austin

Loved by peers
Beyond the high quality content, it’s the people you’ll
meet and the conversations you’ll have with them that
make you go back home excited and re-energized.
At Innov8rs Austin you’ll connect, collaborate and cocreate with peers. That’s how we design the event.
That’s why we limit the number of participants. And past
participants loved it.

“

“Unlike other conferences, mixing with like-minded people made it
feel like you were really learning something, rather than watching an
endless stream of startup pitches and panel discussions that aren’t
really saying anything original at all.”

“

“There’s a diversity of people here. There’s C-suite, there’s new to
the innovation space doers. And because of that diversity you see
different perspectives and approaches to bring innovation within an
organization.”

“

“This is a fantastic conference. Everything has been top notch. I
love the tagline that it is a tribe, because it is a group of people that
shares amazing ideas.”
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Why Join Innov8rs Austin

Trusted by brands
Our audience are those leading innovation in
large organizations.
You’ll meet peers like yourself- responsible
for company-wide innovation programs and
transformation efforts, driving innovation
in units or regions, leading innovation labs
and teams, or launching new ventures as
intrapreneurs.

You’ll connect and collaborate with innovators of all trades, including:
• Intrapreneurs or corporate entrepreneurs
• Innovation (program) managers and directors
• Heads of labs, incubators, and accelerators
• Corporate venturing, strategy, and business development managers
• R&D and product development professionals
• HR and organizational transformation leaders

Our tribe comes from brands like:
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Why Join Innov8rs Austin

Don’t miss out.

Fast Movers Deal
(USD) - valid until October 18

If you have innovation in your title, or innovation
as a mindset, this is your tribe. There’s no better
opportunity for you and your team to connect
and collaborate with peers.
At Innov8rs Austin you’ll hear from the best
global experts what’s working in innovation
management across industries today, not in
theory, but in practice- so that you can apply
what you’ve learned righty away once you’re
back in the office.
Start registration for yourself or your team via the
buttons at ther right.
Any questions? Want a quick chat to discuss
more details and customize your agenda?
We’re happy to help. Just reach out via
hans@innov8rs.co and we’ll talk soon.

$1,750

Team Package for 3

$1,350

$3,750

Full 2-Day Access Pass incl
— 6+ Trending Topic Talks
— 15+ Innovators Insights Talks
— 12+ Learning Labs
— Exclusive Networking App
— Lunches, Drinks and Social Sessions
— 6-months access to Digital Pass
(250+ videos)

Register

$4,950

Team Package for 5
$7,750

$5,750
Including
— Customized Agenda
— 1:1 Meetings With Speakers

Register
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